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Revolutionary products, inspiring people.
The i-team is a global family of innovative
cleaning sales & distribution partners that
are dedicated to delivering intelligent,
convenient and high-quality cleaning
machines, products and concepts to the
industry.

i-vac 5
4
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The i-vac 5 is a powerhouse machine that
gets the job done. A well trusted name in the
community, the i-vac 5 has surprised every
user with its proven mobility, design and

Continuously easy.

power. The i-vac 5 is used for offices, carpet
cleaning, households, cabinets, wardrobes,
and much more.

		Voltage			Art code
		230 V			C05.I-V. 1115C
		240 V 			C05.I-V.1215C
		115 V 			C05.I-V.2515C
		

110 V 			

C05.I-V. 4615C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Carry-on everywhere
A sturdy and ergonomic
main handle provides
a freedom of mobility
you haven’t experienced
before. The i-vac 5 goes
wherever you go!

3 Pieces wand
& flexible hose
Double extrusion for extra
stability at both ends as
they are the most stressed
areas.

Bag with lock
5 liter bag volume with a
lock to avoid dust leakage
when taking out the bag.
You can choose between a
paper bag, or a microfiber
bag.

Available in private label for our customers in 36 and 108 batches. Customize your
machinery with your own names and logo’s to project your company/industry image.

Integrated tool holders
All of the accessories and
necessary equipment
supplied with the machine
can be stored on the
machine.

Canister & more
Egg shaped canister for
optimal working in smaller
areas and close to body
carrying. Lighted on/off
switch for easy check over
the phone in case of
problems. Detachable
powercord.

“This machine is simple, sturdy and
reliable. Incredible for everyday use at
the office. Couldn’t be more happy!”
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Handling weight			4,8 Kg			
Weight In box				8.6 Kg			
Size machine L*W*H			

38 X 33 X 38 CM		

Size box L*W*H				

40 X33 X 52 CM		

Power (Watt)				

850 W

Material 				PP			
Water Lift				1800 mm
Air Flow				

50 L/sec | 52 L/sec

Sound Level				

62 Db | 63 Db

Cable Length				8 Meters		
Capacity (Paper Bag)			

5 Liters			

Hose Length				1,8 Meters		
Diamter of Tools			

32 mm			

CBM					0,0686			
20’ Container loading quality		

360			

Warranty				1 year

i-vac 6
8
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The i-vac 6 is the cornerstone of the
modern day vacuum cleaner. All of the i-vac
6 functions and elements were created and
designed with the feedback from users, and

We trust
our family.

their ideas and insights that come from
working different machines years on end.

		Voltage			Art Code
		230 V			C06.I-V.1115C
		240 V			C06.I-V.1215C
		115 V			c06.I-V.2515C (USA)
		110 V			C06.I-V.4615C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Optional floor tool
Flat nose tool without the
need to adjust on different
surfaces. Due to a very low
profile, it can even reach
underneath certain difficult
areas. The flexible nylon
material of the handle
makes it robust and sturdy
for the contract cleaning industry, especially combined
with the detachable cable.

Whizzo
Patented Whizzo indicator.
It makes a loud high tone
when the bag is full or the
vacuum is clogged.
Additionally, it supplies
the motor with cooling
air to avoid temperature
peaks.

Fragrance cassette
Install a simple fragrance
cassette inside the unit
for a soothing, distinctive
scent that fills the room
with a pleasant aroma.

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA.
Available in private label for our customers in 20 and 100 batches. Customize your
machinery with your own names and logo’s to project your company/industry image.

Resilient body
Non-breakable material
and all attachments are
assembled with screws,
instead of rivets. Parking
position for safe working
on stairs. Wheels are made
from shock absorbing
materials.

Office time cleaning
Choose between the
high power or low decibel
settings. Low power can
be a real lifesaver for
operational daytime
cleaning in busy offices.

Handling weight			

6,8 Kg

Weight with Hose / Wand /cable		

9,8 Kg			

Weight In box				11,1 Kg			
Size machine L*W*H			

39 X 38 X 36 CM			

Size box L*W*H				

40 X 40 X 52 CM		

Power (Watt)				

1100 W | 1050 W

Material 				PP			
Water Lift 1100 W			

2500 mm | 1600 mm		

Water Lift 1050 W			

2400 mm | 1600 mm

Air Flow				

50 L/sec | 52 L/sec

Sound Level				

62 Db | 58 Db

Cable Length				15 Meters		
Capacity ( Paper Bag)			

6 Liters			

Hose Length				2.5 Meters		

“I can finally reach beneath the
couches in the break room. Love
working with this guy!”

Diamter of Tools			

32 mm			

CBM					0,0832			
20’ Container loading quality		

300			

Warranty				1 year			
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i-vac 9B
12

Battery
powered
freedom.
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The i-vac 9B is an innovative vacuum cleaner
that gets the job done with a powerful engine,
and a longer runtime than other cordless
machines. Powered by i-mopXXL batteries for
a longer duration and the freedom of mobility
across any type of surface.

“Don’t think
I’ve ever had a
more flexible
vacuum cleaner.
The future is
here!”
14

		Voltage			Art Code
		230 V			C9B.I-V.1115C
		240 V			C9B.I-V.1215C
		115 V			C9B.I-V.2515C (USA)
		110 V			C9B.I-V.4615C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Handling weight				6,8 Kg
Weight without Hose/Wand 		

7.5 Kg			

Weight with two batteries		

11 Kg			

Weight In box				19 Kg			

i-mop batteries
Two-slot system for flexible
runtime of either 40 (one
grey battery) or 80 minutes
(two grey batteries). No
longer are you bound to
cords or outlets!

Optional power nozzle
This extra floor tool simultaneously adjutates the
carpet and removes dirt
and dust. Powered by the
battery.

High powered engine
High powered motor
reaches about 80% (indication) of the suction power
that cable operated vacuums use, without the strain
of being tied down to one
place.

Smart charger
Battery management system
that never overpowers
itself for maximum lifespan. The system contains
an integrated percentage
indicator.

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA. Available in private label for
our customers in 96 batches. Customize your machinery with your own names and logo’s to project your company/
industry image.

Size machine L*W*H			

45 X 45 X 41 CM			

Size box L*W*H				

56 X 48 X 64 CM			

Power (Watt)				450 W			
Material 				PP			
Water Lift				1250 mm			
Air Flow				N/A			
Sound Level				58 Db			
Capacity (Paper Bag)			

9 Liters			

Hose Length				2.5 Meters
Diamter of Tools			

32 mm			

Battery spec.				

Lion 7S4P 25.2v 14Ah		

Running Time Single grey battery

40 minutes

Running Time Double grey battery

80 minites 		

CBM					0,172			
20’ Container loading quality		

145			

Warranty				1 year
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On and off
control at your
fingertips
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Power nozzle		

Art Code

Power nozzle 230 V

PN3.FCT.1100C

Power nozzle 115 V

PN3.FCT.2500C

Power nozzle 24 V

PN3.FCT.0000C

Battery
24 V

Power Nozzle		
Votage 			

Height-adjustment
via pedal

Led lighting for
working area

DC 24v

Weight			6.0 Kg
Power (Watt)		

18 W

Material 		

PP

Sound Level		

50 Db

Diamter of access.

32 mm

Cleaning width		

300 mm

Telescopic wand
with integrated
cable and hose

17

In for a smooth ride.

i-vac 30UR
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Vacuuming on another level. Years of
innovation and development have perfected
the i-vac series, and the 30 UR series is the
culmination of feedback from the cleaning
industry. The ergonomic handle, inspection
door for blockages, soft rear castors with ball
bearing, the equipment tag and the Whizzo
indicator, complete this beautiful machine.

		Voltage			Art Code
		

230 V			

SM.I-V. 1110C

		240 V			SM.I-V.1210C
		115 V			SM.I-V.2510C
		110 V			SM.I-V. 4610C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Easy repair & replacement
Quick disconnect of upper
body from the motor deck
for easy repair and replacement. To make life easy
we inserted a detachable
powercord. No technical
support needed.

Whizzo
Patented Whizzo indicator:
It makes a loud high tone
when the bag is full or the
vacuum is clogged.
Additionally, it supplies the
motor with cooling air to
avoid temperature peaks.

Flat operation
The i-vac 30UR can operate
completely flat, so you
can reach all of these
hard-to-reach spots such
as under furniture, desks,
equipment, or any other
obstacles.

Reach high places
Telescopic wand to
easily reach high areas
and provides an
ergonomical way of
operating the machine.

Handling weight			

8,8 Kg

Weight with Hose /Wand /cable		

8.3 Kg			

Weight In box				13 Kg			
Size box L*W*H				

100 X 42 X23 CM		

Power (Watt)				1000			
Brush Speed				3000 RPM		
Material 				ABS/PC			
Water Lift				2000 mm			
Air Flow				32 L/sec			
Sound Level				69 Db			

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA.
Available in private label for our customers in 20 and 100 batches. Customize your
machinery with your own names and logo’s to project your company/industry image.

“This all-in-one vacuum cleaner really
helps my posture when doing my job!
No more back pain for me!”

Cable Length				12 Meters		
Capacity ( Paper Bag)			

6 Liters			

Diamter of Tools			

35 mm			

CBM					0,0966			
20’ Container loading quality		

255			

Warranty				1 year			
				

i-scrub 21B
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Double disc action with the flexibility to even
scrub areas in a vertical position. Equipped with
an adjustable head & 360 degrees of free-range
motion. With a powerful engine that achieves

Small effort. Big impact.

400 RPM using two discs, it’s a brilliant machine
that allows the user to scrub any surface with
extreme power. You can manually dose your
solution with the push of a button & easily convert
your machine into a hand-held unit for polishing.
Powered by Li-ion battery technologies for equal
power during the working time.

			Voltage

Art Code

			230 V		ES2.I-V. 1110C
			240 V		ES2.I-V.1210C
			115 V		ES2.I-V.2510C
			110 V		ES2.I-V. 4610C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Drive Voltage				12 V DC			

24

360 degrees of motion
The adjustable head can
rotate in 360 degrees,
and is so flexible: you can
clean at any angle, may it
be horizontal or vertical.
Start scrubbing everywhere and anywhere.

Manually dose
You can manually dose
your solution to your
satisfaction with the push
of a button. Get your areas
clean on your own terms.

Dual brush heads
We have equipped the
i-scrub 21B with two
brush heads, for higher
mechanical power and
cleaning narrow gaps in
sturdy areas.

Brushes & pads
A full arsenal of different
brushes & pads are available
for every job. Consult us
for advice on which brush
delivers which job the
best.

Centralized controls
Centralized controls at the
grip. All of your actions,
switches and controls are
within the reach of your
fingertips.

Battery spec. Li-ion			

14.4 V 6.6 Ah				

Battery spec. Nimh			

12 V 3.8 Ah

Running time Li-ion			

150 Minutes			

Charging time Li-ion			

210 Minutes

Weight with Hose / Wand /cable		

2.3 Kg			

Weight In box				5.5 Kg			
Height ( Adjustable)			

910~1270 mm			

Size box L*W*H				

96 X 29 X17 CM			

Power (Watt)				25W			
Material 				ABS			
Speed					300 RPM			

Talk about power. With 400 RPM’s, any surface will get
scrubbed to the bone, and will be as clean as a whistle.
Powered by Li-ion battery technology for equal power
during working time.

“A great tool for my gym. Scrubbing dirty walls, equipment
and floor stains all with one powerful machine. Easily clicking
the head on & off for different areas. Amazing!”

Capacity of Tank			

1.7 Liters			

Noise level W/O Pump			

72 dB

Noise level W/T Pump			

73 dB

CBM					0,0473			
20’ Container loading quality		

530			

Warranty				1 year			
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i-scrub 30EM
26

Orbital power
The future begins.
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Single-disc scrubbing has never looked so good.
Advanced orbital technology is based on 175
rpm which simulates an orbital movement of
approx. 1750 with no sideforces so everybody can
operate it without training. With a detachable
power cord, and all of the controls inside of the
head, the i-scrub 30EM is a nifty machine with a
lot of power. With the water tank on top, you can
mix your chemicals to perfection. And to prevent
damages to furniture and walls, we’ve created a
rubber bumper for you to work freely!

				
		Voltage			Art Code
		230 V			EM3.I-V. 1110C
		240 V			EM3.I-V.1210C
		115 V			EM3.I-V.2510C
		110 V			EM3.I-V. 4610C
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Centralized controls
Centralized controls are
located in the head of
the machine. All of your
actions, switches and
controls are within the
reach of your fingertips.

Detachable solution tank
The solution tank is easily
detached with a single
movement. This makes it
easy to fill, refill and clean
the tank while on the job.

Closed off cover
The closed off cover
design is to protect the
engine from exposure to
water. It also adds an extra
protective layer to the
i-scrub 30EM.

Aluminum diecast
Heavy grade aluminum
die cast housing adds resistance and weight to the
machine, adding to the
high brush pressure,
to clean more in less time.

Soft grips
The soft grips of the
machine create a sense
and feel of superb control
and excellent ergonomics
for the user.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight of product			

13 Kg			

Weight In box				17 Kg			
Height					1100 mm		
Size box L*W*H				

128 X 37.5 X 27 CM

Power (Watt)				250 W			
Speed					175 RPM
Material 				Zinc Alloy/Aluminum/ABS

Advanced orbital technology is based on 175 RPM. It simulates an orbital movement of
approx. 1750 RPM. No sideforces so everybody can operate this with great ease!

“Incredible solution
for high-pressure jobs.”

Sound Level				50 Db			
Cable Length				10 Meters
CBM					0,1296			
20’ Container loading quality		

190			

Warranty				1 year			
				

i-scrub 26H
30
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The microfiber hand range cleaner with
integrated LED or black light will make sure
the job gets done. Complete with patented
soft-edge technology which allows the user
to clean round areas. Need to reach high-up
places? Just switch the handle for a

A revolutionary light in the dark.

telescopic tube, and you are good to go!

				
		Type		Art Code

32

Microfiber pads
Premium pads with mesh
backing with Trio Split
Technology. Solid color
exclusive microfiber material. Used for low to heavy
soil levels and all applications.

Soft edge technology
Patented soft edge
technology which allows
the microfiber pads to
clean round areas such
as sinks and other curved
materials.

Integrated blacklight
Make everything spotless
in your washrooms by
pre-examining your work
with the choice between
an integrated black light
inside of the handle. Make
the unvisable visable.

Rubber grip
A handy rubber grip
will make your task a lot
easier, and will not scratch,
damage or cramp your
most important instrument:
your hands. Red, green an
yellow grip available!

		Black Light

ETL.I-V.1130C

		LED light

ETL.I-V.1110C

		Without light

ETL.I-V.1120C

i-scrub 26H BLACK LIGHT i-fiber not included
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
				Black Light

LED light

Without light

Weight of product		

0.32 Kg		

0.32 Kg		

0.32 Kg

Weight in box			

3.5 Kg		

3.5 Kg		

3.5 Kg

Size machine L*W*H		

26 x 10 x 9 CM 26 x 10 x 9 CM 26 x 10 x 9 CM

Size box L*W*H (10 pcs p/c)

113 x 26 x 11 cm 113 x 26 x 11 cm 113 x 26 x11 cm

Battery Specifications Li-on

3.8 V 2.2 Ah

3.8V 2.2Ah

i-scrub 26H LED LIGHT i-fiber not included

/

Power (Watt)			1W		0.2W		/
Material 			

ABS797+PVC

ABS797+PVC

ABS797+PVC

Running time			8Hours		40 Hours

/

CBM(10 pcs per carton)		

0,036		

0,036		

0,036

20’ Container loading quality

6900		

6900		

6900

Warranty			1 year		1 year		1 year		
			

i-scrub 26H WITHOUT LIGHT i-fiber not included
(working hours not applicable)

i-gum
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A comfortable self contained backpack is worn
by the user allowing for complete freedom of
movement and easy usability. The unit is attached
to an ergonomic lance designed specifically to
ensure fast, reliable and easy operation with
maximum chewing gum removal. At the point
of contact, our specially designed brush emits

Only great ideas need to stick.

a pH neutral and safe enzyme steam mixture to
dissolving the chewing gum, which can then be
brushed away. Beside the comfortable harnass
you also have the option to wheel it!

				
			Votage

Art code

			230 V		IGM.I-V. 1110C
			240 V		IGM.I-V.1210C
			115 V		IGM.I-V.2510C
			110 V		IGM.I-V. 4610C
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6 seconds is all it takes
The i-gum apparatus
needs only 6 seconds to
eliminate any unwanted
sticky materials (chewing
gum/stickers/lining glue).
Increase your efficiency
and start cutting down on
waiting hours.

No water or power supply
To operate the machine,
just point the lance to the
area or stains that need to
be cleaned and watch the
i-gum perform its magic.

No matter which surface
Hardwood, soft floors,
tarmac, doors, cabinets,
plywood, concrete or
steel. The i-gum operates
at maximum capacity, and
removes sticky residue
anywhere and everywhere.

Centralized controls
Centralized controls are
located in the head of
the machine. All of your
actions, switches and
controls are within the
reach of your fingertips.

Safe to touch
Designed to be userfriendly and to work in
different environments,
there are no hazardous or
dangerous fumes or heat
present when working with
the i-gum.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight of product			

12.8 Kg			

Weight In box incl. fluidx4 gasx2 		25 Kg			
Size body				

36 x 30 x 57			

Size with lance				

36 x 30 x 113			

Size box L*W*H				

120 X 35 X 40 cm		

Ignition battery spec. Li-ion		

14.8 V | 6.6 Ah | 95.04 Wh		

Power (Watt) of Fan			

DC 12 V | 4 W			

Material 				

LLDPE, ABS, PC, PP, Aluminum		

Gas Capacity 				2.6 Kg/H			

“When the dust settles on an outdoor event, removing the gum residue is one of the hardest
parts of the clean-up. But thanks to the i-gum, our team can clean up the location in just a single
day. Perfect!”

Tank Capacity				2.5 Ltr			
CBM					0,168			
20’ Container loading quality		

145			

Warranty				1 year		

i-mop XL
38
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The first of its kind, the i-mop solves the problems
of floor cleaning systems by combining the
flexibility of a mop with the power and speed of
industrial scrubber driers. We found out that most
areas are still being cleaned by mop and bucket,
because other floor machines are just not flexible
enough to work in most spaces. The i-mop makes
it possible to clean any surface, with freedom of

Full size scrubber dryer.

movement and great ease of use. No borders or
boundaries. This machine isn’t just designed for
cleaning, it’s designed for the cleaner.

350 RPM.
Full power
40

24/7 energy.
All day.
Every day.
41

Voltage

Art code

230 V

IMOPXL.FCT.1100C

240 V

IMOPXL.FCT.1210C

115 V

IMOPXL.FCT.2500C

110 V

IMOPXL.I-V. 4610C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
42

Flexible and fast
The i-mop features a high
speed twin brush scrubber
drier deck with a working
area of 46 cm (18 inches).
The same as with a conventional walk behind scrubber, but with unmatched
agility. The two counter
rotating brushes provides
a smooth experience and
allows you to control the
machine even with one
hand. Clean around and
underneath objects, just
like a mop.

24/7
If you want to use this
concept you need to stick
to the following: always
change both batteries after
60 min. (do not mind the left
over power) running time.
This remaining energy
allows us to recharge a
cycle in 1 hour for 1 hour
operational use again to
arrive to the system of 24/7.
If you use the batteries to
the max, this will not allow
doing swaps in 1-hour
runtimes.

Click on, click off
Fill, refill and empty the
machine easily with our
solutions tanks. No longer
bound to installed filling
stations, get your water from
a sink in a pinch. Switching
between chemicals in a
matter of seconds by clicking
on a different solution tank.
Using our HACCP system
to make life even easier.
You will be surprised by how
water efficient the i-mop is,
good things really do come
in smaller packages.

Flip the switch
No PhD required to operate
the machine, we have done
all the programming for
you. A simple dial to select
the desired operating
mode. Aside from scrub
and dry, separate scrub
modes are available for intensive deep cleaning. Our
eco mode allows you to
save additional water when
only a little is needed, and
will also protect your water
sensitive floors against
overexposure.

I go, where you go
The i-mop has been designed in a compact and
user-friendly way, so that
it takes up very little floor
space when not being
used. Store it in a closet
nearby so it is always within
reach. Take it with you up
and down steps and stairs.
If it is still a bit heavy, why
not pop off the batteries
and the water? So whatever the type of job, the
i-mop will be right there
with you.

Weight without batteries

18.5 Kg

Weight with batteries

22.5 Kg		

Weight with batteries+water

25.9 Kg		

Size machine H*W*D

120 X 50 X 38 cm

Size box L*W*H

126 X 57 X 37 cm

Power (Watt)

700 W		

Material

PP, Aluminum alloy

Battery Spec. Li-ion battery

22.2 V, 8.8 Ah

Running time

70 Minutes		

Operation Width

46 CM

Theoretical performance

1800 square meter per hour

Practial performance

1000~1300 square meter per hour

Clean water tank

4 L			

Recovery watertank

4-6 L (max. 8 L)			

CBM

0,2657		

20’ Container loading quality

90~100 pcs		

Warranty

1 year			
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solution tank red

sanitary fittings & washroom floors

solution tank blue

general low risk areas

solution tank yellow

wash basins & washroom surfaces

solution tank green

general food&bar use

i-land
46
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Our goal is to simplify the entire cleaning
process and increase your level of joy while
you clean. So for long days, huge buildings
and on-site projects, you are going to need a
work station that holds all of your equipment.
That’s why we created the i-land. An all-in-one
solution, which makes sure you have

Simply buy your own island.

everything you need in one accessible and
convenient supporter. No more unproductive
traveling time!

PRO
SERIES
WITH
DRAWERS

48
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i-land L

i-land XL

i-land XXL

i-land L Pro

i-land XL Pro

i-land XXL Pro

Create your own i-land

optional tank
optional charger
optional i-mop tank

50

Equipment slots
Store your i-mop chargers
right on your island.
Charge your batteries on
the go, set down your
drink, or power your i-light
directly!

Tablet bracket (optional)
For the modern day cleaner,
we’ve equipped the i-land
with a tablet bracket to
easily install your iPad or
other electronic device(s).

Bucket pretreat
Sealed, unbreakable pretreatment buckets with
integrated scaling inside
the bucket.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i-land L

i-land XL

i-land XXL

Weight

42 Kg

80 Kg

83 Kg

Size L*W*H

140 X 68 109 cm

165 x 68 x 109 cm

180 x 68 x 109 cm

Size box L*W*H

108 X 88 X 64 CM

122 X 101.6 X 60.5 CM

N/A

Material

LDPE

LDPE

LDPE

Drawign capacity

50+30 L

100+60 L

100+60 L

Castor size

5” (rubber)

5” (rubber)

5” (rubber)

Cable

10 meters

10 meters

10 meters

CBM

0,61

0,75

N/A

20’ Container loading quality

23

20

N/A

Warranty

1 year

1 year

1 year		
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We get to know
i-mopXL & i-mopXXL

Take control.
54

Bigger can be better.
55

Voltage

Art code

230 V

IMOPXXL.FCT.1100C

240 V

IMOPXXL.FCT.1210C

115 V

IMOPXXL.FCT.2500C

110 V

IMOPXXL.I-V. 4610C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Weight without batteries		

20.5 Kg			

Weight with batteries			

24 Kg			

Weight with batteries+water		

29 Kg			

Size machine H*W*D			

124 X 69 X 37.5 cm		

Size box L*W*H				

129 X 57 X 37 cm			

Power (Watt)				700 W			
Material 				

PP, Aluminum alloy 		

Battery Spec. Li-ion battery		

25.2 V, 14 Ah			

Running time 				70 Minutes			
Operation Width			62 CM			
Theoretical performance		

2350 square meter per hour

Practial performance			

1400~1700 square meter per hour

Clean water tank			

5 L			

Recovery clean tank			

6-8 L (max. 10 L)			

CBM					0,34			
20’ Container loading quality		

Same brilliance. Bigger surface.

70

Warranty				1 year		
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i-light L

i-light

58

59

Charged with i-mop batteries, and with
power up 24/7, the i-light is great for
illumination on the job. Fully equipped with

i-light XL

Brighten your future.

the flexibility of a desk lamp, with an
adjustable head & tripod, and the durability
and strength of a construction light.
The i-light comes in L and Xl version.
Don’t spend your hours in the dark,
turn on the i-light!

60

Timer function
Want to set your i-light for
a limited amount of time?
No problem. Just enable
the timer function, set the
hours & minutes, and start
your routine.

i-light fixture
The integrated i-light is
fixed with a heavy element
on the i-cart, perfect for
mobile light in dark areas.

“i-light makes life more easy”

i-mop technology
Battery empty? No worries.
You can use your spare
i-mop batteries, and it
will work like a charm for
another 12 hours. Even
with one battery!

Adjustable head & height
With the i-light, you can
adjust the head and the
stance by simply pushing
and pulling the levers at
the tripod.

Disctiption

Art Code

I light basic

ILL.FCT.0000B

I light Deluxe

ILL.FCT.0000D

I light xl basic

ILXL.FCT.0000B

I light xl Deluxe

ILXL.FCT.0000D

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
i-light L
Weight

61
i-light XL

with Hose / Wand / Cable 				

Weight In box

10.8 Kg

11.7 Kg

Size machine L*W*H

38 x 30 x 21 cm

40 x 30 x 20.5 cm

Size box L*W*H

46 X 38 X 26 cm

48 x 38 x 25,5 cm		

Weight without battery

5,90 Kg

6,61 Kg

Weigth with batteries

5,25 Kg

5,96 Kg		

Battery Spec

i-scrub Li-ion W 15

i-mop Li-ion W 20			

Running time one battery

7 hours

12 hours		

Running time two batteries

-

25 hours		

Light Spec

Led 15 W

Led 20 W

Light power

1500~1800 Lumen

2000~2400 Lumen			

CBM

0,0455

0,0455		

20’ Container loading quality

550 PCS

550 PCS		

Warranty

1 year

1 year

				

i-store
62

63

Infinite
space.

Not enough room for your equipment?
We’ve got you covered. Store your
i-range, i-mop and all of your
accessories inside this handy
cabinet. With room for wallchargers,
pads, brushes, two i-mops and more,
the i-store is the perfect storage
facility in your utilities closet.

64
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i-store
Steel storage closet. Easily
built & setup. Different
levels for brushes, pads,
chargers. Has a built-in
spot for a power outlet.

INOX cabinet
INOX storage closet.
Same levels and space as
the steel storage closet,
but with a more robust
character for a longer
lifespan.

All-in-one
The i-store is the center
of all of your daily needs.
It fits all of your materials,
chargers, brushes, cans
and leaves room for more.
The i-storage contains
everything!

Art Code

I-store Standard

I-store Pro

K.1.S.107.0001.0

K.1.S.107.0004.0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material

steel			inox

Weight of product

70.5 Kg		

66 Kg

Weight In box (two boxes)

51.94 Kg + 23.57 Kg

48.94 Kg + 20.57 Kg

Size of product L*W*H

92 x 42 x 210 cm

92 x 42 x 210 cm

Size Big box L*W*H

202 x51 x17 cm

202 x51 x17 cm

Size Small box L*W*H

97 x 46 x26”		

97 x 46 x26”

CBM

0,2911		 0,2911

20’ Container loading quality

85			

85

Warranty

1 year		

1 year		
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Saving water,
chemicals
and time.

i-fibre
67

Microfiber cleaning has changed the industry
from the moment it was introduced. Less
chemicals and water usage equals a more
sustainable and healthy planet. The i-team
has taken this idea one step further, and
created a whole series of utilities and
equipment to accompany an all-in-one system
simply called: i-fibre.

Cleaning method

Traditional

4D cleaning system

Wash boards

5 minutes

3 minutes

Clean desktops

15 minutes

2 minutes

Dust mop

5 minutes

0 minutes

Wet mop

15 minutes

8 minutes

68
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Quick-release
A quick-release system in
the frame of the mop for
a complete touch free
cleaning operation!

Wallwash
The wallwash frame bends
360 degrees, perfect for
cleaning walls and hardto-reach places. Patented
soft-edge technology
makes it perfect for 4D
cleaning.

Microfiber pads
Used for low to heavy
soil levels. Features
mesh backing for a quick
saturation time. Designed
for pre-treating in 4D
cleaning systems.

Pre-treating system
The pre-treating system is
a well thought out array of
tools that seamlessly work
together to make cleaning
tasks efficient and productive. It saves water,
chemicals and most of all,
time. Through the special
mashed backing time redution to the minimum and
equal spread of moisture.

Trio split technology
The fibre gains it’s huge
cleaning power by a
patented trio split technology. With the integrate
dirt channels it can even
save the dust mopping
as small particels will be
captured in there. The
framing is designed in a
way that special support
structure prevents the
mop from shrinking. It
always allines perfectly.
Minimum garantueed
washings: 750 times.

Art Code

TOTAL

40 minutes

E handle 48

E handle

Plastic plate

EHANDLE$48

EHANDLE

EPOCKET		

13 minutes

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

0.411 Kg

0.266 Kg

0.281 Kg

Weight In box (12pcs)

6 Kg

4 Kg

4 Kg

Size machine L*W*H

106 X 20 X 7.5 CM

69 X 20 X 7.5 CM

41 X 50 X 10 CM

CBM

0,0159

0,0104

0,0105

20’ Container loading quality

1570

2400

1220

Warranty

1 year

1 year

1 year		

			

i-suit
70

71

No more shoulder injuries and back pain
while washing the windows, day-in, day-out.
The i-suit feels like a mobile backpack, with

Washing windows without
the struggle.

a steel tube attached and bent towards a
pulley mechanism. Increasing the productivity
of their workers, working ergonomically and
responsibly, and decreasing psychical strain,
the i-suit surely is an eye catching innovation
changing the way window washing is done
forever.

72
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Backpack & lance
All of the weight is centered
and lifted from the middle,
and allows you free movement, less strain and better
visibility of your target
areas.

Fast on the job
Working with the telescopic pole in combination
with the i-suit, allows you
to work three times as fast.
No more carrying and
constantly replacing a
ladder to reach the spots
you want to clean.

i-suit glasses
We created glasses that
borrow the elements of
belay glasses: the #1
product for safety and
security. This allows you to
concentrate, and have a
great overall vision of your
work area.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight In box

5.4 Kg

Size machine L*W*H

125 x 80 x 45 cm

Size box L*W*H

86 x 48 x 23 cm

Net weight with balance

3.7 Kg

Weight of balance

0.7 Kg

CBM

0,1

20’ Container loading quality

250

Warranty

1 year

i-flight
74

75

Need to travel with your cleaning equipment,
and don’t want any unnecessary harm done
during transport? We learned a thing or two
from musicians, and hereby introduce the
i-flight series. Protect your i-range machines
inside of an aluminum hardware case on the
go, whether it is transported by air, boat, car or

The sky is the limit.

even from building to building. Choose from
different series depending on your wants &
needs. Perfect for the cleaners on the go!

i-flight pro

76

77

Aluminum hardware case
Protect your valuable
i-range products inside.
Great for overseas travel
by air & boat. Secure the
position by using the
brakes above the wheels,
and be rest assured your
equipment is safe.

Built-in cardboard mold
Fit your i-mop inside of
the case with a custom
mold of the machine of
your choice. For easy
input and extraction of the
equipment on the go!

Synthetic i-flight lite
Do you need a more
flexible solution for your
organization? Already
thought of it. The optional
i-flight lite is a designed
for national and regional
travel, and perfect for
car rides from location to
location.

Buckle up for safety
Use the buckles to secure
your i-range equipment
inside of the i-flight lite
case, and easily snap on/
off to load or unload your
machine.

Art code

I-flight lite

i-flight pro

S.72.0142.19

S.72.0142.18

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

10.6Kg

29.9Kg

Size of product L*W*H

127 x 60 x 38

128 x 61 x 53 ( incclude wheels)

CBM

0,29

0,4138

20’ Container loading quality

86

60

i-flight lite

wall charger
78

79

Space is in short supply these days. We
should not waste a single inch when it comes
to the limited storage space we can even get.

Charging the fleet.
Straight from the
wall.

That’s why we thought: why not use the
vertical option towards the ceiling for
charging your batteries? Now you can easily
attach, hook-up, and power your batteries
without losing space!
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Multiple levels (3/4/6)
Choose how many levels
of chargers you will need,
and assemble them
accordingly.

Battery managed system
Battery management
system that never overpowers itself for maximum
lifespan. The system
contains an integrated
charge percentage
indicator.

Fixed wall charger
The same as other multiple level wall chargers, but
way more flexible and can
be placed anywhere with a
footed fixture!

			
Art. no.

3 layers

4 layers

6 layers

WR3.FCT.1110C

WR4.FCT.1110C

WR6.FCT.1110C

			
Spec.

3 layers

4 layers

6 layers

Handling weight			
Weight In box
Size machine L*W*H

8.5 Kg

10.5 Kg

50 X 34 X 74 CM 50 X 34 X 95 CM

15.8 Kg
50 X 35 X 137 CM

Size box L*W*H

76 X 51 X 26 CM

96 X 51 X 26 CM

139 X 51 X 26 CM

Material

LDPE 735

LDPE 735

LDPE 735

CBM

0,1008

0,1273

0,1843

20’ Container loading quality

250

195

135

Art. no.
72.0158.5

IMOP DIRT SCOPE 2.5 LTR

72.0158.6

IMOP DIRT SCOPE 1 LTR

72.0158.15

IMOP DIRT SCOPE 500ML

Cups
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ATP+
i-know swabs

Slipmeter

the Dirt challenge (™)

A
COMPETITIVE
MACHINE

CSI:
clean scene
investigation
Art. no. 72.0336.0

Challenge your sales team and the

Be on the safe side!

non-believers with the Dirt challenge(-™).

Floors are getting into unsafe conditions

Use the i-mop and a competitive machine,

when they are getting cleaned and it is crucial

and use the measurement cups to

that the moisture must be taken off as quickly

demonstrate how little water the machine

as possible. The i-mop manages this in 30

actually uses and and how much dirt it

seconds. Seeing is believing and with the

recovers out of the grouts and floor.

i-mop you are always in the green.

Use ATP (Adenosine triphosphate) testing
25 i-know swabs

with your i-range products to show your
clients and potential customers how
effective they are. A rapid testing method,
with minimal cost and easy to use.
Enhance cleaning and sanitation training
with immediate feedback. Optimize cleaning
chemicals and procedures. A way to prove if
your floor is hygienically clean. It shows you
why our system cleans better then others.

Art. no. 72.0337.0

Art. no. 72.0335.0
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Art. no. 72.0221.797

Art. no. K.1.S.103.0003.797

i-mop carry bag

wallmount

84
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Carry your i-mop accessoires anywhere &

Mounting for i-mop wall model

everywhere in your beautiful i-bag.

Transport your i-mop easily inside your van

Bring your batteries, brushes and different

with the wall mount. Easily screw the holder

tanks with you on the go. Carry via shoulder

onto the inside of your vehicle, and click the

strap or integrated backpack structure. It

i-mop with different tanks right onto it.

reduces the carry weight of your i-mop to 13 Kg!

Carry on.

Mounting for i-mop stand model
Rest your i-mop wherever you want with
the stand model. Place the model in any
space or room, and click the i-mop
with different tanks right onto it.

The i-mop XL
has already
recovered over
100.000.000 liters!

made blue

i-mop XL
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The planet is a beautiful place. With over

The i-mop XL saves litres of water. Every time

7 billion people. Humans need water to live,

it’s beeing used. Less waste, more profit.

breathe, and enjoy their lives. Worldwide

Although the i-mop XL hardly uses any water,

2,7 billion people suffer from a shortage of

still the remaining water is balanced with

drinking water. For 780 million people this

investments in the projects of Made Blue.

situation is permanent: each year 3,5 million

i-team global is a proud sponsor and acts on

people die because of this. That’s why Made

your behalf.

Blue invests in projects in developing countries,
with maximum effect of each Euro invested.

i-team story
inquire

innovate

inspire

Creating better solutions begins with

We rethink - from the ground up - how

The spirit of our enterprise is animated by a

listening. Our insights come from

things should be done. And while we harness

commitment to the success of our customers,

collaborating with our customers in order to

our experience we are not constrained by

our business partners, and our communities.

understand their needs.

conventional solutions. That’s how our team

This teamwork is only made possible through

of designers, engineers, manufacturing staff

transparency, accountability and respect.

- working with our customers and partners have fundamentally re-created
the technology of cleaning.
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Contact
Send an email to hello@i-teamglobal.com
We can connect you to our worldwide
network of i-team members.

I N Q U I R E . I N N O V AT E . I N S P I R E .
the i-team family network

